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About This Game

Explore the tangled cryptic labyrinth! Just find four magical diamonds opening new level portal in its depths.
You have to fight with labyrinth inhabitants, scary ghosts and monsters appears in the darkness. Don't lose your vigilance!

In mysterious secret rooms there are coins that help you not to get lost in the multitude of corridors. Mark the path you have
covered, if you are completely lost in the labyrinth.
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Spectromancer is a card game, in a sense, but in other ways it isn't. Your "deck" consists of 4 random cards from each of 5
categories (20 cards total), the last of which is determined by the class you pick. The four main categories are fire, air, earth,
and water, and my final category was something like "domination," as this is the class I chose to play through the campaign with.

Normally, you will gain a resource in each category each turn. However, you can play certain cards to increase your resource
generation. You can play one card a turn, and whenever you play a card, you spend the associated resource. So if you have 2 of
each resource and cast a "fire" card that costs 2. You'll then have 0 of the fire resource and 2 of the rest. At the beginning of
your next turn, you'll have 1 fire and 3 of each other resource. One of the ways in which Spectromancer isn't a typical card game
is that you can cast the same "card" over and over each turn as long as you have adequate resources.

As your cards are chosen randomly each duel, there is no deckbuilding to speak of. However, at different junctures in the
campaign, you can choose upgrades for certain cards. If these cards show up in later duels, you'll play with an upgraded version
(perhaps a creature with more health or a spell that deals additional damage). Additionally, at one point I unlocked a pet that
started on the board each duel.

The excitement of the game, in my view, resulted from the semi-scrappy nature of the duels. Often, you wouldn't get an ideal
layout of cards. So it's important to evaluate which categories you plan to use each duel, especially since certain duels have win
conditions other than simply reducing enemy health to 0. I enjoyed sometimes using mediocre cards to great effect in certain
duels (as long as powerful ones were also available), especially if the card was more useful in pursuing an alternate win
condition.

The negatives here are that the visual and sound design of the game are very simple, and the story, which didn't really interest
me, is told in pop-up boxes of text. The vast majority of the time, I listened to a playlist of music I enjoyed while playing.

If you like card games, this one is worth checking out. I think it may be available on Kongregate as a flash title, so you may want
to try before you buy (or play the whole thing on there, I'm not sure what that version is like as I purchased on Steam).. At least
it was free.. This is a beautiful game. The colors and the music are very relaxing. Great way to unwind after a long day. Pretty
poor gameplay. Game is obviously not finished, controls need to be sorted out - they are not consistent. Why are there no help
interface available in the realistic setting. I don't want to play shorter versions of the game - but would like the interface in the
beginning. Quite disappointed.. Story was to short, the acting wasnt good either. would have preferred more of what they did in
the other myst games.. Versus is definately a good game

that being said it needs a few things to be a great game

more customization (nothing that would be lore breaking)

co-op horde mode

endless horde mode

custom multiplayer matches (the option to turn off the 1 hit sword would be nice, or having the option of deathmatch/team
deathmatch in all the arenas)

more arenas

so for now its a thumbs up, hoping that this is one of the early access games that doesnt come to steam to die. really really good
except its wayyyyy too short. Its amazing for its price though.
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Hey, it's like *PUT ANY GENERIC FPS TITLE HERE*, With a little bit of *PUT ANY BATTLEFIELD TITLE HERE*.
Nice!. a completely lackluster experience, i found it more fun to watch the trailer than to actually play the game. let me explain,
so there are 2 main mechanics for getting the supplies you need, looking through cars and trash cans and begging people, both of
which are unlikely to get you anything since the trashcans and cars are usually empty and if you ask for help the people will
usually just laugh at you and walk away, or even beat you up.
So after 5 minutes of getting used to the mechanics, i go ahead and walk around to look for anything else to do, and thats when I
realise that ive basically done everything there is to do in the game and there nothing else to do but just survive.
On top of that , if you are stupid enough to also have bought the first game, you'll find that its almost a near replica of this one,
so thats another strike for this game.
My conclusion is that this game is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 don't buy it full price, don't buy it half
price, don't even buy it if it's free, this game is a pitiful waste of my computers precious 3 GB's of ram, unless you have a fetish
for playing bad games, don't buy it.. I was expecting something really cool and the game just didn't deliver.

The design and the concept is pretty cool but the story isn't what I was expecting and the voice acting is terrible.

. the perfect bride to the main game. I'd say taken future entries in this series, this could actually be as good or better than the
best like the Tin Stars and choice of robot for example, definitely buy this if you are a loyal fans of choiceofgames.com

pros:
1. RPG elements like distribute skill points at the beginning.
2. diverse cast of characters
3. good writer who is dedicated to this, there's a separate background story of several pages for each of the like 12 backgrounds
for Christ sake!
4. good writing, very clearly present what's happening.
5 .crafting system, is that even possible?

cos:
1.not a long game to play through, but is longer than more than a handful of games, I'd say of average to short length
2.there's a lot of skills like driving, but it's not apparent what each of them do, though after some playthroughs I'd say just about
every skill is used for different reasons.
3.kind of linear since this is only the first entry in a series, I'd say don't expect to make any ending choices like finding the cure.
4.have a ammo system that still puzzles me after serval play through
5.not a lot of emotional stuff or brilliant plot twist or feel good moments like the hero series.

overall I'd rate this game as better than above average among the choiceofgames on the level of meta human inc, the new hero
project, and community college hero. i have high hopes.

. Ok so to be honnest i have played alot of point and click games, this one aint that bad,
it isnt good either to be fair.

if you look at all the + and - of the game i can only conclude that that for a game priced at \u20ac4.99 ( steam offer ) it isnt that
bad and u will have some fun.
priced at \u20ac9.99 ( normal price ) i would suggest you wait untill a steam offer comes by again.

pro's : funny and some humor, kind of a nice story line in it, enough to click.
Con's : borring at some time, puzzles sometimes to easy other times to hard, no real sence to some dialogues.

6\/10. Open up game... Tells my my graphic card doesnt not support blablabla...

Went through first cut scene and it was so bad... The Narration is horribad. I looked over it just due to the game looking nice,
BUT THEN... I start the tutorial and OMG. Its like some... regular north american trying to do accents for the French or
German or British. What ever he was trying to do was driving me up the freaking wall. I hope the gameplay is better, but either
way. Im gonna have to refund. I cant put up with the fake\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665accents and shity narration.
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